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Abstract

Determining how and why adult outcomes of heritage speaker (HS) bilingualism differ from monolinguals is difficult because it requires the reconstruction of developmental paths from end-state data. In an effort to address this issue, we examine HSs of Turkish in Germany at an early age of development (10-15 years old, n=22), as well as age-matched monolingual controls in Turkey (n=20) and Germany (n=20), using a structured elicitation task for production of passives. The goal is to see whether HSs have the representation of passives in their mental grammars and to better understand the relative weight of factors (age at time of testing, immigration status of the Turkish parents (first or second generation), and literacy in the L1) that potentially contribute to the formation of HSs’ grammatical competence. The results show that all HSs have the underlying representation for passives in both Turkish and German. There was a significant effect of only literacy; high level of L1 literacy has a positive effect on monolingual-like production as compared to those with no literacy. We discuss these results pertaining to explicating ultimate attainment outcomes in heritage language acquisition in relation to larger debates in the field.
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1. Introduction

Although it is not always the case that heritage speaker (HS) bilinguals differ from monolinguals of comparative ages (see, e.g., Kupisch and Rothman 2016), HS deviation from monolingual performances on experimental tasks—potentially representing bona fide differences in mental grammars—is not uncommon (see, e.g., Montrul 2008, 2016). It is important to define what we mean by HSs from the beginning. HSs, like any other bilinguals, have grammatical and communicative competence in more than one language; however, it is the specificity of the sociolinguistic conditions under which HSs acquire competence in both of their languages (the home and societal majority one) that qualifies one as a HS. We follow Rothman’s (2009) definition of what a heritage language (HL) is and how, in principle, it is acquired because it sidesteps the labelling of HS competence differences as deficits of any kind and leaves open the relative weight of a series of contributory factors that likely interact to explain HS outcomes. According to this definition:

[a] language qualifies as a *heritage language* if it is a language spoken at home or otherwise readily available to young children, and crucially this language is not a dominant language of the larger (national) society [...] the *heritage language* is acquired on the basis of an interaction with naturalistic input and whatever in-born linguistic mechanisms are at play in any instance of child language acquisition. Differently [from monolingual acquisition], there is the possibility that quantitative and qualitative differences in *heritage language* input, influence of the societal majority language and differences in literacy and formal education can result in what on the surface seems to be arrested development of the *heritage language* or attrition in adult bilingual knowledge (Rothman 2009, 156).

Thus, a HS is a bilingual individual whose native first language is a minority language in a majority language context; that is, where the language of the home environment and potentially a subset community differs from what is spoken in the society as the majority language. For example, a child born to Turkish immigrant parents in Munich or a child born to German immigrant parents in Istanbul will grow up to be a HS of Turkish and German respectively. As stated above, HSs typically
differ in linguistic performance (from spontaneous production to performances across experiments) as compared to age-matched monolinguals. They are typically dominant in adulthood in the majority language of the society, despite its (most often) being chronologically a second language (L2) acquired in early childhood. The starting point in the shift of dominance from home language to the majority language often corresponds to the onset of formal education in the majority language.

For well over a decade, it was essentially assumed that HS differences must reflect incomplete acquisition or attrition, the former being the arrested development of HS grammar in early childhood and the latter being the loss of previously acquired competence, in both cases due to a shift in dominance towards the majority language over time (Montrul 2008). More recent work has challenged this assumption (e.g., Kupisch 2013; Kupisch and Rothman 2016; Pascual y Cabo 2013; Pascual y Cabo and Rothman 2012; Pires and Rothman 2009; Putnam and Sánchez 2013; Rothman 2007; Scontras, Fuchs and Polinsky 2015). These newer approaches argue that differential ultimate attainment in the HL is not a case of incomplete acquisition, but rather reflects alternative developmental paths that arise because of the variation HSs confront related to key factors that contribute to monolingual conformity. The claim is that one should not view differences as incomplete per se, precisely because such outcomes are expected due to quantitative and qualitative differences in variables such as input, formal literacy in the HL, cross-linguistic influence (CLI), and issues related to processing (e.g. issues that arise due to simultaneous activation of both systems) Rothman 2009).

None of the above approaches (i.e., incomplete acquisition, attrition, alternative developmental paths) to explaining HS differences are mutually exclusive; that is, all potentially contribute insights into explaining the full gamut of variation that characterizes HS competence. Nevertheless, we seek to have an accurate account for how and why discrete domains of HS grammars present the way they do, for which we will need to differentiate between incomplete acquisition and alternative developmental paths as we test HSs domain by domain. There are at least two ways to test
the applicability of these explanations against one another. First, one could consider more exhaustively other predicted consequences of what is claimed by any given approach and see if doing so in consideration of larger sets of data presents more support for one approach over the others. For example, under a scenario where a grammatical representation has not been fully acquired (incomplete acquisition) and/or truly attrited, one would expect converging evidences to point in the direction of differences in underlying grammatical representations. Imagine that HSs of Russian or Spanish growing up in the USA were to have incompletely acquired or attrited the system of grammatical gender. One would not only expect them to have difficulties in producing agreement between a head noun and an adjective. They might, for example, be less sensitive or insensitive to secondary comprehension effects of gender (e.g., nominal ellipsis (n-drop) licensed by gender, see White et al. 2004) and/or exhibit reduced sensitivity to grammatical cues/violations when processing gender (e.g., reduced markedness effects between default and non-default gender, see Alemán Bañón and Rothman 2016; Alemán Bañón, Miller and Rothman, in press). If, however, HSs only show differences in the production of gender agreement, and especially do so with particular empirical measures (offline, but less so online), then concluding that a representation is incomplete or attrited is premature. HSs might simply have a problem with gender assignment at the lexical level, for example, potentially due to reduced input, but not a problem with the syntactic operation of agreement per se (see Hopp 2013 for adult L2 acquisition; Kupisch, Akpinar and Stöhr 2013, Irrizari van Suchtelen, 2016 for HSs). The divergence from monolinguals would still qualify as a HS difference; it is simply not clear that such a difference would relate to an incomplete representation in the mental grammar of HSs via arrested development or attrition.

Secondly, one could examine predicted differences in HL developmental sequencing to monolinguals in early childhood (real time development in younger HSs) or forgo the monolingual comparison altogether, contrasting the anticipated differences between HSs at various ages (apparent time comparisons between child and adult HSs, which under an attrition account should be different).
Although the vast majority of HS studies have examined the competence of endstate HL grammars, they have almost always used these data to make claims about the developmental path itself. It is not clear, however, how to adjudicate between competing proposals for the outcome differences from endstate data. For example, *incomplete acquisition* versus *attrition* versus *input delimited differences* might be, in principle, equally likely to best explain “how” HS adult grammars arrived at a given competence for property X under inquiry from the vantage point of knowing the outcome. That is, they might be equally probable to explain “how” an observable outcome obtained, but as usual, the devil is in the details. Since all proposals predict HS differences from monolingual baselines, the real question is not which proposal fares the best descriptively, but rather, which also offers the best explanation. In other words, how well does each address the “why”? It is not enough to describe differences as such, but one seeks to know why differences obtain the way they do and, of equal importance, what mental representations in HSs actually look like as a result.

In an attempt to avoid reconstructing a developmental path from endstate data alone, a few recent studies have employed interesting comparative designs (e.g. Barton 2015; Kupisch, Lein, Barton, Schröder, Stangen and Stoehr, 2014; Montrul and Sánchez Walker 2013; Pascual y Cabo 2013; Pires and Rothman 2009; Polinsky 2011; Rothman 2007). Rothman (2007), Pires and Rothman (2009) and Montrul and Sánchez Walker (2013) each investigate the role that qualitative differences in the input to which HS versus monolingual children are exposed (e.g., as a consequence of grammatical change/L1 attrition effects in the input) might better explain the path and ultimate attainment of particular grammatical properties. Kupisch and colleagues (see Kupisch and Rothman, 2016, for a review of studies) have compared HSs who have had the HS as a medium of instruction at school to those who have not. This work convincingly shows that HS differences effectively disappear when input qualities and quantities are comparable. They argue, by extension, that divergences in HS competence from the monolingual baseline might obtain as a result of inaccessibility to formal education in the HL, which fills in the qualitative input gap and significantly
lessens the impact of the quantitative one. Finally, Polinsky (2011) and Pascual y Cabo (2013) have
tested young HSs (before 10) and compared them to other groups, including adult HSs, monolingual
children and adult monolingual controls. Such a comparison can show whether they develop
monolingual-like to a particular level at a specific age and, if they do, the extent to which they retain
this or attrite into adulthood.

In the absence of truly longitudinal studies, the above methodologically innovative
approaches embody a significant step in the right direction. However, documenting a crucial
timeframe is missing in the HS literature. As independently pointed out by Allberse and Hulk (2016)
as well as Kupisch and Rothman (2016), we need to know what happens to HSs developmentally
between the ages of young childhood (ages 2-9) and early adulthood (age 18 onwards). The polar
ends of the continuum are well represented; we know much about HS children from the fields of child
simultaneous bilingualism and child L2 acquisition (since HS children are one or the other) and about
adult HS grammatical outcomes as described by the overwhelming majority of studies for the past
two decades. Since many child bilingual studies have provided evidence in favour of monolingual-
like acquisition paths (see De Houwer 1995; Haznedar 2013; Meisel 2004 but Meisel 2011 for an
overview of 2L1 acquisition) despite some developmental delays, and adult HS studies most typically
show significant endstate differences (see Benmamoun, Montrul and Polinsky 2013; Montrul 2016),
Kupisch and Rothman (2016) are well positioned to argue that an important focus for HS studies
moving forward must include the determination of exactly what is happening between late childhood
and early adulthood. This age group is of crucial importance since this undetailed timeframe of HL
development is precisely when exposure to both languages under a variety of conditions determines
the extent to which HSs will become (im)balanced as regards their competence in the languages they
speak as adults. In an effort to provide data from such a rarely documented age group of HSs and thus
begin to address how such data might inform competing proposals for HS differences, we present a
study examining the production of passives in the German and the Turkish of HS Turkish-German bilinguals growing up in Germany between 10 and 16 years of age.

One goal of the present research is to better understand the relative weight of factors contributing to the formation of HSs’ grammatical competence and ensuing use of the HL within the age range where dominance in the majority language solidifies. We do so by addressing the issue of descriptive adequacy for HL ultimate attainment (i.e., whether it is incomplete, attrited or has completely developed on an alternative path), while simultaneously striving for explanatory adequacy regarding how any such outcome obtains in the HS context, including variables that potentially account for intragroup variation. We investigate HS grammatical competence in relation to environmental/(socio)linguistic factors, juxtaposing their L1 (Turkish) and L2 (German) performance with a number of key variables such as their age at time of testing, immigration status of the Turkish parents (first or second generation), and formal training/literacy in the L1. We examine (morpho)syntactic passives, which have a fairly complex representational structure (syntax-semantics) and high processing cost in order to see whether or not HSs differ as compared to monolinguals of the same ages already in older childhood. Furthermore, we test the HSs’ knowledge in their L1 HL and their dominant L2 and compare this to age-matched monolingual control groups of both languages to determine whether there is any evidence of cross-linguistic effects, and if so, in which direction(s).

2. Passives in Turkish and German

Passives are generally a late-acquired property in most languages (e.g. Babyonyshev and Brun, 2003 (Russian); Abbot-Smith and Behrens, 2006 (German); Mills 1985 (German); Borer and Wexler 1987 (English); Chang 1986 (Mandarin); Fox and Grodzinsky 1998 (Spanish, English); Fox, Grodzinsky and Crain 1995 (English); Gabriel, 2001 (Portuguese); Gavarró and Parramon, 2011 (Catalan); Pierce 1992 (Spanish); Terzi and Wexler, 2002 (Greek); Sugisaki 1999 (Japanese)). Many accounts have
attempted to explain why passives are acquired so late in the majority of languages. Hypotheses include syntactic maturation (Borer and Wexler 1987), claims that children have problems with interpretation/syntax of the by-phrase (Fox and Grodzinsky 1998), some elusive notion of derivational complexity (Brown and Hanlon 1970), and frequency-based accounts highlighting the scarcity of passives in relevant input (Tomasello 2000), the latter supported by claims that English children as young as 3-4 years can be coerced into producing passive constructions through training (Brooks and Tomasello 1999).

For our purposes, the precise reason for the general late child acquisition of passives is irrelevant. It is enough to know that its full acquisition and mastery happens later in German than in Turkish and that there is some general complexity inherent to passives, both of which we expand upon below. However, it is relevant to point out that late acquisition of the passive is not entirely universal. This tells us that none of the above reasons offered in the literature for late acquisition of passives can be the whole story, since the same issues pertain to all languages. In some languages (crucially including Turkish), children seem to converge quite early (2 years of age), and there seems to be some correlation with language type and morphology. That is, children of Bantu, Turkic and Inuit languages, such as Sesotho, Kiswahili, Turkish, Inuktitut, have been shown to have full knowledge of passives quite early (Alcock, Rimba and Newton 2013; Allen and Crago 1996; Aksu-Koç and Slobin 1985; Demuth and Kline 2006; Ketrez 1999; Savaşır and Glee 1982;). Moreover, it seems that in these languages passives might be used more as well by adults (Demuth and Kline 2006). These languages are all agglutinative, indicating that there is something about agglutination itself that circumvents later acquisition of this property, perhaps the existence of a dedicated and obligatory morpheme for passives. For example, as a language with rich agglutinative morphology, Turkish exhibits highly consistent and clear grammatical regularity for the relationship between the surface forms of verbal morphology and the case marking system (Slobin 1986). The transparent mappings in Turkish arguably facilitate the learning of grammatical (nominal and verbal) morphology.
at early ages, mostly before the age of 2 (Aksu-Koç and Slobin 1985; Batman-Ratyosyan 2004; Topbaş et al. 1997; van der Heijden 1999; Xanthos et al. 2011). Analyses of speech production of Turkish monolingual children report that passive morphology emerges as early as age 1;6 and is progressively used productively with full mastery of all passive structures around the age of 3 (Aksu-Koç and Slobin 1985; Ketrez 1999; Savaşır and Glee 1982). As for German, passive constructions are known to be rare until the age of 4 (Mills 1985), although there is some indication that they appear somewhat earlier than in English. Based on a high-density longitudinal corpus, Abbot-Smith and Behrens (2006) report that the monolingual child Leo used sein-passives by age 2;2 and werden-passives only a few months later, by 2;5. Aschermann, Gülsow and Wendt (2004) compared the comprehension of passives in 106 English- and German-speaking children at the ages between 3;0 and 8;0, showing that the German children interpreted passives in a target-like manner at around age 5;0, while the English children did so at an age around 6;0. While results are not entirely comparable due to methodology (e.g. spontaneous vs. experimental, production vs. comprehension) and focus (e.g. first use vs. mastery), it seems clear that passives are less frequent and later acquired in German than in Turkish.

In light of the above, passives seem to be a good candidate to test because: (i) they are acquired later in the majority language, (ii) they are fully acquired earlier in the HL (so should be in place before the shift in dominance takes hold), (iii) the morphosyntax of passives is different enough in the two languages, especially morphologically so, that crosslinguistic influence might be less likely, and finally (iv) passives are argued to be cognitively costly in general, thus they should be especially so for bilinguals. Therefore, our HSs should have had the opportunity to acquire the passive in Turkish before any effect from German would have stunted its development and it is likely that this construction will be retained in Turkish over time.

It is perhaps prudent to expand on the claim in (iv). Passives are cognitively more costly than actives given the reanalysis of theta-role mappings they require. The details of both German and
Turkish are explained in greater detail below. For now, suffice it to say that in active sentences there is an alignment between grammatical (syntax) and thematic role (semantics) assignment—the thematic role of Agent is mapped to the subject and Patient/Theme on the object straightforwardly. In passives, the thematic role mapping is reversed—the Patient is mapped to the structural subject and the Agent to the NP in the by-phrase. Turkish, an agglutinative language, has a dedicated morpheme on the verb that signals the passive and is therefore more transparent in this respect than German.

Ferreira (2003) offers an account of how the non-canonical relationship of grammatical and thematic role assignment affects the processing of passives. She proposes an incremental view of processing with a parser that has a general bias for assigning the thematic role of Agent to the first encountered NP. Consider examples (1) and (2):

(1) Owen hugged Leo.

(2) Leo was hugged by Owen.

In an active structure such as (1), Agent is assigned to Owen and Patient to Leo. However, in passives, as in (2), Leo is first assigned the Agent role, the morphology of ‘was’ is, up to this point compatible with this assignment, but upon hearing the past participle morphology in ‘hugged’, the parser knows it is a passive. Thus, the Agent role is no longer possible and a reanalysis is required to assign the Patient role to Leo and eventually the Agent role to the NP in the by-phrase. Other complexities conspire with passive structures to make processing more challenging, such as the ambiguity of the preposition by, which could introduce an agentive interpretation, as in example (2), or a locative interpretation as in ‘Leo was hugged by the side of the road’. Given Ferreira’s (2003) account, non-canonical sentences are predicted to be more costly to process. This might explain individual differences in processing passives across healthy native speaking adults (e.g., Leech et al. 2007), a general decline in production of passives in older healthy adults (between 65 and 100 years) corresponding to natural cognitive ageing—especially where cognitive ageing is accelerated by
neurodegeneration, e.g., with Alzheimer’s disease (Bates et al. 1995)—and thus why passives are generally less frequent than actives.

### 2.1 Passives in Turkish

The default canonical word order in Turkish is SOV. The Thematic roles of Agent and Patient/Theme are canonically mapped onto syntactic arguments. As seen in (3), the subject is nominative—signaled as such by the obligatory null morphology—and the Object is overtly marked with accusative morphology:

(3) Bir kadın-Ø çamaşır-lar-ı as-tı.

A woman-NOM cloth-PLU-ACC hang-PAST-3SG

‘A woman hung the clothes.’

Turkish passives involve realignment of argument roles through suppression of the Agent theta role and promotion (movement) of the patient/theme argument (Özsoy 2009). The passive construction requires obligatory adjunction of an allomorph of [-ı] on the verbal predicate that itself signals the passive—the phonological context determines which allomorphic variant is required.\(^1\) The moved theme argument, that is normally marked with accusative, appears with nominative marking in the passive counterpart. In this case, the transitive verb marked with the passive suffix agrees in person and number with the internal argument that is moved to the subject position as in (4).

(4) Çamaşır-lar-Ø (bir kadın tarafından) as-ıl-di-lar.

cloth-PLU-NOM (a woman by) hang-PASS-PAST-3PLU.

‘The clothes were hung by a woman.’

\(^1\) The passive suffix becomes -(ı)l after consonants, -n after vowels and -(ı)n after laterals. The (ı) stands for a vowel, harmonizing to the closest vowel to it in the stem.
As illustrated in (4), the agent in a personal passive construction in Turkish can (optionally) be expressed as the complement of the agentive postposition *tarafından*-phrase. Turkish does not distinguish between different types of passives (i.e., stative vs. eventive) in terms of their morphosyntactic structure; that is, both passives are formed by the use of the allomorph of the suffix [-ı] on the verbal predicate.

### 2.2 Passives in German

Although German is underlyingly SOV, like Turkish, it shows SVO order in main clauses with verbs in simple tense, as illustrated in (5). This is due to the V2 requirement, moving the finite verb to second position. As in Turkish, theta-role assignment is typically mapped faithfully onto canonical syntactic positions. That is, the NP in the structural subject position of agentive verbs is assigned the Agent theta role, *ein Junge* ‘a boy’ in (5), and the NP in the object position, *einen Apfel* ‘an apple’ is assigned the patient role. German also overtly marks for Case, which is morphologically realized on items that show agreement dependencies with the noun, for example articles and adjectives. In (5), the definite article *der* bears nominative case and *den* accusative case.

(5) Der Junge aß den Apfel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>the.NOM</th>
<th>boy</th>
<th>ate.PAST</th>
<th>the.ACC</th>
<th>apple</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The boy ate the apple.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Passivation in German involves movement of the NP in the underlying object position to the structural subject position—and thus receives nominative case, *ein Apfel* in (6)—one of two available auxiliaries (*sein* ‘to be’ and *werden* ‘to get’) is inserted in the V2 position and the past participle appears in verb-final position. If the agent is produced, it appears as a PP in medial position (*von*-phrase), between the auxiliary and the main verb.
German distinguishes stative and eventive passives, which have a similar structure consisting of an auxiliary and a past participle. In both, the focus is on the argument of a transitive action. They differ semantically and morphologically in that the stative passive, illustrated in (11a), takes the auxiliary *sein*, and denotes the *state* of the subject that is the result of another entity having acted on it or having affected it. By contrast, the eventive passive, illustrated in (11b), takes the auxiliary *werden* ‘become’. It denotes a *dynamic event* in which the subject undergoes an action or event caused by another entity. The two are typically referred to as *sein*-passive vs. *werden*-passive, respectively. Both can be combined with by-phrase.

(7) a. Die Wand war (von seinem Freund) angestrichen.

   the wall   be.3rd.sg.PAST by his friend painted.PARTICIPLE

   ‘the wall was in a painted state (having been painted by his friend)”

b. Die Wand wurde (von seinem Freund) angestrichen.

   the wall       become.3rd.sg.PAST by his friend painted.PARTICIPLE

   ‘the cake was being painted (by his friend)”

The difference between the two is predominantly one of tense-aspect distinctions rather than syntactic complexity.

It is important to highlight that the aforementioned distinction between different types of German passives, however, is provided for thoroughness more than anything else. That is, it is not significant for the purpose of our study. The experimental design itself allows for the use of different types of passives and for our purposes we do not care which they provide as both equally indicate knowledge of the underlying representation and mechanisms of the passive voice.
3. Hypotheses and Research Questions

Recall that while monolingual Turkish children acquire passives fully by 3 years of age (Aksu-Koç and Slobin 1985; Ketrez 1999), monolingual German children do not fully acquire passives until 4-5 years of age (e.g., Abbot-Smith and Behrens 2006; Mills 1985). In the case of Turkish HSs in Germany, then, one might expect arrested development not to pertain to this structure in heritage Turkish. Therefore, we anticipate that HSs will have acquired Turkish passives and that they will retain knowledge of them. Because HSs typically show some differences from controls, we further hypothesize that they may show some differences from Turkish monolinguals in the patterns of using passives in Turkish, but we expect that at least some of this variation will be captured by experiential variables, such as influence from the majority language, literacy in the HL, age at time of testing (i.e. perhaps younger HSs will fair better for having had less time overall to attrite), and factors related to parental background. We expect these HSs to have acquired German passives too, and their distribution as compared to native controls to be monolingual-like, as these HSs are immersed in a German-dominant environment. With all of this in mind, our main research question and two interrelated sub-questions are as follows:

i. Do Turkish HSs in Germany have, at this (young) age of testing, the morphosyntax of passives in both of their languages?

ii. If they can correctly produce the morphosyntactic structure of passives in both languages, does their use of passives nevertheless differ from that of the age-matched native controls in one or both of the languages?

iii. If there are differences between the HSs and controls and/or simply between individuals in the HS group, how and why might such differences obtain?
4. Methodology

4.1 Participants

The experimental data used in this study come from three different groups of participants; one target and two control groups (see Table 1 below for details).

[Table 1 near here]

The experimental group consists of 22 Turkish HSs in Southern Germany. Apart from two participants who moved to Germany at the age of 5, they were all born in Germany. Their first intensive contact with German, however, happened when they started going to kindergarten from the age of 3-4. In an oral interview that was conducted in Turkish before the Turkish experiment, all HSs reported German as their dominant language. They also reported having spoken Turkish from birth and still speaking Turkish at home. In addition to using the oral interview as a means to get the HSs into Turkish mode and actively speaking the HL, the information gathered was designed to relate to a number of potential statistical predictors (e.g., literacy in Turkish or if one or both parents were born in Turkey or Germany) to account for individual differences within the HS group. In order to determine their relative level of literacy in Turkish, the HSs were first asked whether they had any formal training in Turkish and whether or not they knew how to read and write in Turkish. For those who answered ‘yes’, they were then asked to quantify how actively they were engaged in literacy activities in Turkish, that is, how often and under what conditions they read and write in Turkish.

2 Although they spoke the regional Southern variety of German, the use of passive in that variety is not different from its use in Standard German, as described above.

3 The two HSs who moved to Germany at age 5 started going to school immediately, thus 5 corresponds to their onset of exposure to German.
This was then used to distinguish the 4 levels of literacy we used for our analysis. Each control group had 20 native L1 speakers, consisting of comparable individuals (age, SES, sex), born, raised and tested in their home country, Turkey or Germany, respectively.

4.2 Test Tool

Targeting certain linguistic structures may necessitate using “more proactive data elicitation techniques in addition to simply examining spontaneous language production” (Gass and Mackey 2007, 20). As the use of passives requires specific linguistic (pragmatic) context, we designed a communicative task to elicit passives in Turkish and German. The design of the experimental task used in this project was inspired by the original computer-animated fish film by Tomlin (1995 1997).

[Figure 1 near here]

The Fish Film was originally used to test the hypothesis that the syntactic subject in English narratives receives the highest degree of attention than other potential NPs. In the film (see Figure 1), the two fish enter the screen from opposite directions and meet at the center of the screen, at which point one of them eats the other. In each scene, one of the fish (Agent or Patient) receives a visual cue: a flashing arrow to direct the participant’s attention to the fish at which the arrow points. In the experiment, the participants were instructed to look at the fish with the cue and freely describe what they observed. The results showed that participants consistently took the fish with the arrow to be the sentential subject. When the arrow was on the Agent fish, participants produced active voice sentences (e.g., ‘The blue fish ate the red fish’). When the arrow was on the Patient fish, however, they produced passive voice sentences (e.g., ‘The red fish was eaten by the blue fish’). With extremely limited variation, this pattern was true in virtually 100% of all experimental trials.
The Fish Film experiment shows that by manipulating the linguistic context through visuals or other cues, speaker’s preferences towards using one structure (i.e., passive) over the other (i.e., active) can be influenced too. Similar evidence comes from various priming studies in language production which reveal that speakers who are primed show a significant tendency to re-use lexical and/or structural forms of previous structures provided to them (Bock 1986; Ferreira and Bock 2006; Gass and Mackey 2000; Messenger et al. 2012; Pickering and Ferreira 2008; Rowland et al. 2012). Overall, these studies show that exposure to a stimulus at time 1 influences the response to a related stimulus at time 2.

In the present study, we created 14 different sets of picture sequences, each of which consisted of 3 or 4 pictures depicting an event, as illustrated in Figure 2 below.

[Figure 2 near here]

We then showed each participant the pictures one by one and asked them to describe what they saw. Instead of the arrow that was used as a visual cue in the Fish Film, questions and the sequencing of events in the pictures were used in the current experiment as linguistic cues. Although participants were not primed in the traditional sense, the way the questions and the sequence of pictures were presented to the participant created a pragmatic shift from the Agent to the non-Agent and made the re-alignment of theta-role mappings natural.

4.3 Procedure

The data were collected by native speakers of Turkish and German who did not speak the other language. This was especially necessary for the bilingual group to ensure that they were comfortably established in the target language mode (cf. Grosjean 2010). The HS group was tested in a Hauptschule—a five-year upper elementary school in Germany preparing students for vocational
schools or the lower levels of public service—in Munich. The order of the testing in Turkish and German was counterbalanced, that is, half of the subjects were tested first in German and the other half in Turkish. Prior to the start of data collection, authorization from the school management and local authorities were secured, who then facilitated the collection of parental consent for each participant.

Each picture was shown to the participant one by one. When presented with the first picture in the sequence (or the first two pictures when there were four pictures in the set), the participant was asked to freely describe what s/he saw in the picture. Sets of three and four pictures were used on purpose and in a random order such that the subject would be less likely to pick up on the pattern of prompting for the passive structure by focusing on the agent. Regardless of whether the prompting of a passive started in the second picture (for three picture sets) or the third (for four picture sets), the last two pictures always asked a question that focused on the patient (i.e., other pictures asked a non-patient focused question). In a sense, this was akin to the cue of a flashing arrow in the Fish Film. Since there were 14 picture sets, each with 3 or 4 pictures, and of each picture set only two pictures corresponding to a patient-focused question, the total number of opportunities to produce passives was 28 (fillers then equate to the non-patient focused question for either one or two pictures in each set). An example interaction in English is provided for a set of 4 pictures (cf. the first set of pictures in Figure 2 above):

(8)

1 Researcher: What do you see in the first picture?
2 Participant: There is a small fish and a big fish.
3 Researcher: What is happening in the second picture?
4 Participant: The big fish sees the small fish.
5 Researcher: What is happening to the small fish in the third picture?
6 Participant: The small fish is being chased by the big fish.
7 Researcher: What is happening to the small fish in the fourth picture?

8 Participant: The small fish is being eaten by the big fish.

As seen in the sample dialogue above, the questions asked in lines 5 and 7 shift the pragmatic perspective of the discourse from the big fish (Agent) to the small fish (Patient), encouraging the speaker to focus on the Patient rather than the Agent. However, this is not to say that the only acceptable answer to those questions is one in which the passive structure is used. Although the patient/theme-focused questions should create a discourse context in which the passive becomes quite natural, answering with an active sentence is perfectly acceptable as well. Therefore, we do not expect all subjects, monolinguals or HSs alike, to uniquely produce passives. We do expect, however, that each group—provided they have the underlying representations for passives—will produce passives at least some of the time and, ideally, there will be some consistencies in terms of usage patterns within groups and potentially across some key group comparisons.

5. Results

As explained above, even as an answer to a question that focuses on the patient, the passive is not the only licit structure in the given context. The context merely licenses the passive, thus making its use more likely. Although the data to be presented are strictly productions, the structured nature of the experiment facilitates direct comparisons across the HSs in each language compared against controls which will reveal if (and potentially why if not) there are differences in competence and/or use.

The number of passive uses reported below for any individual reflects grammatical productions according to either the Turkish or German grammars. For example, a response counted as containing a passive in Turkish had the [-il] morpheme (passive morphology) on the verb and reflected the realignment of patient/theme. We had decided to only factor in clear cases of passives to ensure that the analysis does not overestimate use on the part of any given group. Doing so turned out to be rather easy because there in fact were no “ambiguous” productions by any group, i.e., all
passives produced, by the controls or the HSs alike, were completely grammatical and contextually appropriate in both languages. When an alternative structure was used, it was clearly not a passive, always grammatical in the target language and semantically appropriate in the context of the picture. To make this point more clearly, let’s examine some representative answers provided by both the HSs and the controls to the question “What is happening to the small fish” in Turkish, corresponding to the third picture from the first row of picture sets in Figure 2 above. As can be seen in the example, answers provided in (10) below, either a passive was unambiguously used and thus counted as such or an equally grammatical active sentence was used and thus not counted as a passive use. We offer a few examples of non-passive responses since these varied across individuals whereas provided passives showed very little variation, for example, the verb ‘eat’ was always used for this picture.

9) Turkish question:

Burada küçük balığ-a ne ol-uyor/ol-du?

here small fish-DAT what happen-PROG-3SG/happen-PAST-3SG

‘What is happening/happened to the small fish here?’

Passive by HSs:

(a) O ye-n-iyor.

it eat-PASS-PROG-3SG

‘It is being eaten.’ (HS 19)

Non-passive by HSs:

(b) Şimdi küçük balık kaç-mak isti-yor.

now small fish escape-INF want-PROG-3SG

‘Now the small fish wants to escape.’ (HS22)

---

4 The number reported in parentheses, for example, HS19, refers to the subject (heritage speaker participant number 19 in our coded system) who made the production reported as an example.
(c) Öl-dü.
die-PAST-3SG
‘It died.’ (HS5)

(d) Şimdi büyük balık küçük balığı ısırmak istiyor.
now big fish small fish-ACC bite-INF want-PROG-3SG
‘Now the big fish wants to bite the small fish.’ (HS15)

Passive by Turkish controls:

(e) Ye-n-di.
eat-PASS-PAST-3SG
‘It was eaten’ (T6)

Non-passive by Turkish controls:

(f) Küçük balık mavi balığı yem ol-du.
small fish blue fish-DAT food become-PAST-3SG
‘The small fish became food for the blue fish.’ (T16)

(g) Sarı balığı ye-di.
yellow fish-ACC eat-PAST-3SG
‘It ate the yellow fish.’ (T17)

(h) Küçük balık büyük balığıın ağızına girmek üzere.
small fish big fish-GEN mouth-POSS-DAT enter-INF about
‘The small fish is about to enter the big fish’s mouth.’ (T11)

Table 2 and Figure 3 presents the data in both Turkish and German across all three groups; Figure 3 presents this visually. The German monolingual group and the HS group (in both languages) produced passives in around 25% of their responses, while the Turkish monolingual group produced passives considerably more, about 68%.
The data were analyzed in SPSS using a logistic mixed model. For comparisons between groups/languages, a model was run containing fixed variables of Group (Turkish, German, or HS) and Language (Turkish or German), random intercepts and slopes for subjects, and random intercepts for items. Pre-planned contrasts corrected with Bonferroni adjustment (for 4 comparisons) showed that the Turkish monolingual group was nearly nine times more likely to produce a passive than both the German monolingual group ($p<.001$, odds ratio = 8.91) and the HS group in Turkish ($p<.001$, odds ratio = 9.10). The HS group did not significantly differ from the German monolingual group in German ($p>.999$, odds ratio = 1.09), nor did the HS group differ from themselves across languages ($p>.999$, odds ratio = 1.07).

Consistent with the appearance of the descriptive data, the Turkish monolinguals reliably produced more passives than the age-matched German monolinguals. While the HS group produces passives in both of their languages, the rate is similar to that of the monolingual German group. This is not surprising given the typical shift of dominance from home language to societal language in HL environments. As a result, HSs generally wind up being more monolingual/target-like in the societal language than they are in their home language as they grow older. However, variability is one of the hallmarks of HL competence. In Turkish, although the HS group produces significantly fewer passives than Turkish monolinguals in general, thirteen individual HSs produce passives at a rate within the monolingual range (i.e., min=7, max=28).

The question that arises from this picture is what variables might account for these individual differences within the HS group. In order to answer this question, an additional logistic mixed model was run to assess the use of passives in Turkish by HSs of Turkish given age, parental background.
and level of literacy, and all possible interactions. In this model, the following variables were included:

(i) age, referring to the age of the participant at the time of testing (10-16 years old),

(ii) parental background, referring to where the participant’s Turkish-speaking parents were born: both in Germany (both second generation), one in Turkey/one in Germany (one first, one second generation), or both in Turkey (two first generation)),

(iii) level of literacy, referring to whether the participant had any formal training in Turkish or not (four levels: no literacy/cannot read or write in Turkish, low level of literacy/very little use of reading or writing in Turkish, medium level of literacy/sporadic use of reading or writing, high level of literacy/regular use of reading or writing in Turkish).

The model showed a significant effect of only literacy level ($F(3,596) = 6.119; p < .001$); all other main effects and interactions were not significant (all $ps > .1$). Literacy level had a positive influence on passive production, such that a higher the level of L1 literacy correlated with greater numbers of produced passives as compared to the HSs with no literacy. Those with a low level of literacy were about 6 times more likely to produce passives than those with no literacy ($p = .006$; odds ratio = 5.92), those with a medium level of literacy were about 8 times more likely ($p = .042$; odds ratio = 7.95), and those with a high level of literacy were over 16 times more likely ($p < .001$; odds ratio = 16.12). An equivalent analysis run with the HS responses on the German test yielded no significant main effects or interactions (all $ps > .668$), suggesting that the effect of literacy (in Turkish) is only relevant to production in Turkish. A visual representation of individual passive production by literacy level in Turkish for the heritage speakers is given below in Figure 4 (for HS Turkish) and Figure 5 (for HS German).

[Figure 4 near here]

[Figure 5 near here]
6. Discussion

We start the discussion of the data with an important reminder. We did not make any *a priori* assumptions regarding the competence of the HSs or how HSs might distribute the use of passives in either language, especially for German simply because it is their dominant language. The data presented in the previous section revealed that there are no differences between the HS group and the German native controls. Although this means that there is nothing particularly interesting to further highlight about the HS vs. German-control comparison, having tested both languages of the HSs serves a significant purpose. It is precisely because we tested both languages that we do not need to presume anything regarding the HSs’ knowledge of passives in their dominant language, German. In the vast majority of HS studies, only the HL is tested (see Montrul 2008, 2016). Often, differences between HSs and controls are claimed to result from crosslinguistic influence and/or dominant language transfer, and we deduce –without seeking for empirical support– that the majority language is not affected in the same domain. In the present study, we have confirmed how our HSs perform in both languages. This justified more adequately the discussion of the potential effects that knowledge of and dominance in German might have had on the minority language performance.

We now return to the three research questions that guided our project, repeated immediately below for convenience. Beyond addressing these specific questions, we consider how answering them relates to larger debates in the field. The research questions were as follows:

i. Do Turkish HSs in Germany have, at this (young) age of testing, the morphosyntax of passives in both of their languages?

ii. If they can correctly produce the morphosyntactic structure of passives in both languages, does their use of passives differ from that of age-matched native controls in one or both of the languages?
iii. If there are differences between the HSs and controls and/or simply between individuals in the HS group, how and why might such differences obtain?

6.1 The morphosyntax of passives in Turkish HSs in Germany

As regards the first research question, the results of our study confirm that HSs of Turkish tested in Germany—at the elusive, yet crucial age range of 10-15 years—have the underlying representations for passives in both Turkish and German. Although the rate of using passives in Turkish is different for the HS group (and for most but crucially not all HS individuals), every HS produced passives, with an average of 7.45 uses for the aggregate. Recall that whenever a passive was produced, by a control or a HS, it was completely grammatical. For a Turkish passive production to be grammatical (see example 10 (b)), the obligatory grammatical morpheme for passive would need to be produced and the object of an active sentence that has been promoted to the syntactic subject in the passive would need to lose its accusative case marker. Since the by-phrase of the passive (OBL) is optional, the fact that SV sentences are produced by HSs where the patient depicted is clearly the syntactic subject might not constitute unassailable evidence that they have the morphosyntax of passives because S(O)V is the canonical word order. However, the fact that HSs only produce passive morphology (sometimes with the (OBL) making it completely clear), specifically when maintaining the patient as the syntactic subject of a response to a patient-focused question, suggests that they have a complete representation of the morphosyntax of Turkish passives. In the responses without passive production there are two patterns: Either the patient-focused question is disregarded and the answer provides the patient in the canonical object position (and, if so, case-marked appropriately), or the patient is kept as the subject but the verb is changed to an appropriate one given the context of the picture that avoids a passive (see the examples in 10 above). Furthermore, when HSs produced passives, morphological case assignment was always correct (lack of obligatory case marking on the sentential subject). We have strong evidence that these Turkish HSs mark accusative case because in
the remainder of the sentences (75% of them) in which they did not produce passives, all accusative (patient) objects were properly case-marked in active sentences. And so, the fact that the syntactic subjects in the passive sentences are properly case-marked (with zero-derivation as required for nominative in Turkish) further indicates they have complete passive representations.

As it relates to passives in German, the data are less controversial overall as they revealed no differences between the controls’ and the HSs’ production. Not only do the HSs produce the passive in German in a fully grammatical way, they also do so to the same proportion as the controls. Recall that German too has overt case marking, perhaps less transparently than Turkish. And so, in stating that the production of passives was always grammatical entails much more than movement in the sentential word order. This means that all instances of passives produced in German, by HSs or native controls, reflected both correct word order and morphological Case assignment. The HSs’ performance in German is not surprising since German is their dominant language as well as the language in which they have been formally educated. It is interesting to observe that passives in German were not ubiquitously used as answers to patient-focused probing questions by either group. Because some passives were produced (roughly 25% of the time on average), we are confident the experimental design fulfilled its purpose of creating a suitable environment to elicit passives. The fact that passives were produced relatively infrequently, although each patient-theme-focused question set up a natural environment for the production of passives, might just reflect use of passives in authentic German more generally. To our knowledge, there are no studies looking at passives in older children or adults nor are there any corpus studies on the frequency of passive production, but we do know from empirical work that they are rare in early child speech (Abbot-Smith and Behrens 2006; Slobin 1994).

To understand the full significance of the performance of HSs and to justify our conclusion that they have complete passive representations in both of their languages, it is important to underscore one final time the nature of the methodology itself. Recall that this is not a priming study.
That is, during the course of the experiment the passive was never used by the investigator. As a result, to the extent that the passive was produced, it was organic, coming from the participant’s mental grammar. Under the generally accepted truism that one can only spontaneously generate grammatical structures that one has competence of—especially when a specific dedicated morpheme must be employed as is the case for passives in Turkish—, it must be true that all participants know the structure of passives. The fact that HSs know passives in both of their languages, however, does not entail that the trend of their use overall will be similar across HS individuals or in comparison to the control aggregate. This leads us, then, to our second research question; that is, does a HS having competence of particular structure in the HL mean that this structure will be used in a monolingual-like manner?

6.2 Differences from the age-matched native controls

Despite having passives represented in both German and Turkish, HSs differ significantly from one of the control groups related to the suppliance of passives in this experimental paradigm. The data reveal that the frequency of passive suppliance significantly differs between the HSs and the controls only in Turkish. First, we must note that the Turkish native controls produced many more instances of passives than the HSs, on average 19/28 as opposed to 7.45/28. Although passives are likely universally rare, passives in Turkish seem to be more frequent and, therefore, potentially more easily elicited in a production measure of this type. To our knowledge, there is no directly comparable corpus analysis that can be used to support a claim that Turkish uses more passives than German. However, work on child language production shows that Turkish children produce more passives than German children (Slobin 1994) through the age of testing (up to age 9). In a crosslinguistic developmental study of Frog Story narratives (Mayer 1969) by child and adult speakers of English, Spanish, German and Turkish, Slobin (1994: 356) reports that German children use a more active-sentence oriented narrative strategy and less “syntactic packaging” in linking events as compared to
the speakers of Turkish. Whatever the reason turns out to be why the Turkish natives produce more passives than German natives under the same methodology, the fact remains that in our study the production of passives is not marginally greater but indeed, on average, over 100% more. The trend seen for the groups is reflected, more or less, in individual performances. In other words, differences between German and Turkish production of passives under the current methodology seem to be systematic, as confirmed by the statistics. To conclude, although the HSs do not differing in competence from either native control group, they differ significantly from the Turkish controls in suppliance.

6.3. How and why do differences obtain?

The heritage speakers’ rate of passive suppliance between German and Turkish does not differ significantly. In other words, although they produce passives in both languages they are equally unlikely, again in both languages, to produce a passive over an alternative grammatical structure. Since this conservative approach to producing passives only reflects the German target, it seems reasonable to claim that the dominant language, German, exercises CLI in this domain at the level of production. This CLI is quantitative rather than qualitative because HSs’ adopt the same language-specific rules as monolinguals, but they do it to different extents. The results mirror those form a study of older Turkish HSs in Germany, showing that these speakers were equally sensitive to definiteness effects as monolinguals in both languages, while showing quantitative differences in Turkish (Kupisch et al. forthcoming).

Recall from the results section that the HS aggregate average of passive responses in Turkish did not reflect the individual performances of all individual speakers in the HS group. Indeed, some HSs produced less than the average, several produced well above the average, whereby some (13 out of 22 HSs) produced a number within the native control range (min=7, max=28). Follow-up correlational statistical tests were run to see if one particular variable or some interaction of variables
might predict increasingly more target-like suppliance of passives by individual HSs. Indeed, such a model fit was found whereby increased exposure to literacy and only this variable (e.g., having had formal training in the Turkish language through Sunday schools and being able to read and write in Turkish) strongly correlated with increased target-like production of passives. Interestingly, this same regression was run to see if greater literacy in Turkish correlated with more suppliance of passives overall, that is, whether it would predict increased suppliance in Turkish and German or just in Turkish (at an individual level). The statistical analysis revealed that higher Turkish literacy was strictly limited to Turkish production only. Further support for a role for mother-tongue literacy affecting the domain of passives in HSs might come from Putnam and Salmons (2013) who showed that speakers of a moribund variety of heritage German had effectively lost the traditional distinction between stative and eventive passives that select, and instead used an alternative form, an impersonal construction as a way of supressing an agent. Interestingly, none of these HSs were educated in German at all, thus also showing, albeit indirectly, that when HSs have no formal education in the heritage language passives are a vulnerable domain.

7. Conclusions

Related to the above, we would like to offer a few comments. First, our data directly support claims made in the literature for over a decade that have, to date, not been sufficiently evidenced empirically. Sorace (2004) and Rothman (2007) independently suggested that some HS differences might be most accurately explained by them not having access to education in the standard variety and thus literacy in the HL. However, tangible evidence to support such a suggestion was extremely limited at the time. Recently, Kupisch and Rothman (2016) reviewed a series of studies showing that HSs under “special” contexts—where “special” refers to HSs who received all of their primary education in the HL, wind up behaving like monolinguals. They review work comparing French and Italian HSs who have lived all their lives in Germany across comparable experiments and unique domains of grammar.
The French HSs have attended a French school in Germany, where the language of education is mainly French. The Italian HSs have not attended an equivalent school for Italian. Both sets of Romance-German HSs wind up being very competent speakers of both languages, but only the French HSs had a school curriculum comparable to that of monolingual French speakers. Only the Italian HSs wound up behaving differently from monolingual norms. The French HSs were completely monolingual-like, except that some of them had a perceivable foreign accent when speaking German. With such evidence in hand, Kupisch and Rothman (2016) claim that some differences between truly comparable HSs and monolinguals can be reduced to differences in education in the HL.

Our data from the Turkish group seems to point in this same direction. The data show that even when both sets of speakers have shared mental representations, literacy differences can affect how properties of the mental grammar can distribute distinctly in production. Given the entirety of our data, we cannot conclude that having some literacy in the mother tongue in HS situations nullifies all potential differences between HSs and monolinguals. How could it? After all, one group would still be monolingual and the other bilingual. The correlation in our data is very clear; increasing literacy in Turkish equates to increasingly more target-like production. Thus, the effect German has on Turkish cannot be representational at the level of syntactic competence itself, but can be argued to affect the employment of this structure in real time production. What increased literacy seems to convey here, then, is some protection against CLI at the level of language use.

Our data relate nicely to what is now a large body of evidence, suggesting that mother-tongue literacy plays an important role in overall language development and maintenance as well as academic achievement more globally (Baker 2006; Biber and Hared 1991; Bigelow and Tarone 2004; Eisenchlas, Schalley and Guillemin 2013; Hoff 2006; Tsimpli 2014). Studies investigating bilingual communities in Canada, the United States and Australia show that individuals that are not supported by formal literacy training of some type in the HL in the early years of development face problems maintaining their HL over time (see Cummins 2005; Eisenchlas et al. 2013 for review). Maintenance
of the HL does not only entail preserving the mental grammar against attrition, but also conserving the ways in which the language is used independent from influences of an increasingly dominant other language over time. Accordingly, we tested HSs at the age range of 10-16 to see if indeed increasing age correlated with less target-like competence or use in the HL. As we saw in the results section, age was not a predictive factor alone nor in combination with any secondary factor. The only predictive variable was literacy, irrespective of age.

A second argument that is supported by our data is the increasingly popular view that differences between HSs and monolinguals should not be viewed under a deficit approach (e.g., Aalberse and Hulk 2016; Kupisch and Rothman 2016; Nagy 2015; Pascual y Cabo and Rothman 2012; Putnam and Sánchez 2013). As Grosjean (1989) first coined, bilinguals are “not two monolinguals in one person.” And so, showing differences between monolinguals and any set of native bilinguals, e.g. HSs, in the language that the groups share as a/the native language should not be newsworthy, but actually expected. Equally, it should not be surprising that native monolinguals and native bilinguals share similar mental grammars when and only when they have had comparable experiences for this to obtain. It should also not be controversial to say that mental grammars in monolinguals and bilinguals—and the management of more than one if applicable—are supported by the same finite mental resources. How the two groups represent language and use the representations in production is predicted to be different, as a by-product of the potentially vast differences that distinguish individuals on both the HS and monolingual continua. In the present case, the variables were such that monolinguals and the HSs had enough input and experience with both German and Turkish to acquire passives. However, experience with Turkish was clearly not sufficient for the HSs to use the structure like monolinguals do, unless of course they had extra experience with Turkish that filled the apparent gap. Had we used the criteria of absolute equivalency in use as the determinant to decide whether or not HS grammars are qualitatively similar to monolinguals, then we would have concluded that the HS grammar is deficient for Turkish. However, appreciating that
producing the passive must mean HSs have competence of it and that less experience with standard
Turkish via literacy equates to more German influence allows us to conclude that while HSs are
different from monolinguals in production, their grammars are not deficient in any way.
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**Table 1: Participants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Heritage speakers</th>
<th>Monolingual Turkish</th>
<th>Monolingual German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>min.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Descriptive statistics: use of passives across groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Turkish</th>
<th>German</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups</td>
<td>HSs</td>
<td>Monoling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSs</td>
<td>Monoling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>value</td>
<td>7.45/28</td>
<td>19.00/28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>26.62</td>
<td>67.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>4.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** The fish film event
Figure 2. Passive elicitation task pictures
Figure 3. Passive production by group (left column is absolute number of productions, max=28)
Figure 4. Individual passive production by HSs in Turkish: (left column is absolute number of productions; right column is the corresponding percentage produced or the raw number (n) out of 28, the number of potential productions in the elicitation task).
Figure 5. Individual passive production by HSs in German.